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Chuck Plunkett addresses the audience at the 66th annual Lovejoy convocation. At the event,
he discussed the importance of
supporting journalism, especially
at the local level.

Chuck Plunkett receives Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award for Courageous Journalism
By Shoshi Leviton
Layout Editor

On Monday evening,
Oct. 8, Colby students,
faculty, and community members gathered in
the chapel for the 66th
Elijah
Parish
Lovejoy
Convocation. This year,
Chuck Plunkett received
the award for his work as
the editorial editor for
the Denver Post. Plunkett
earned this honor for his
leadership and courage
in publishing an editorial
in the Opinions section
of the Denver Post. The
morning before convocation, Plunkett sat down
with the Echo to talk journalism, courage, and making it in the news industry.
“We collected nine OpEds and one editorial that
was the centerpiece and
the centerpiece is the one
that caught the fire. Online
it was called ‘As vultures
circle the Denver Post must
be saved.’ On print it had
a different headline, it was
‘News matters’ and ‘Colordoians should demand the
newspaper they deserve’
was the subhead,” Plunkett
said. To Plunkett, these articles became known as the
News Matters Perspectives.
Plunkett and the editorial team felt the need
to publish these articles
after
mismanagement
from their parent company, Digital Media First
(DFM), which is owned
by the hedge fund Alden
Global Capital. According
to Plunkett, under this
ownership the newsrooms
staff was constantly cut
down, and the number of
staff members dramatically dropped from over
300 to around 70.
Although Plunkett and
his team knew that publishing the editorial would
be risky, they hoped it
would also generate a lot
of attention. “When we
published it we knew it

would likely catch fire. In
fact, we were depending
on it catching fire because
if it hadn’t, it would have
been easy for all of Global Capital to shut it down
and shut me down,” Plunkett said. However, there
was the risk that even if
the editorial made it online, it would be cut from
the Sunday print edition.
“ To get in the Sunday
Perspective section, to
make it into print, it had
to go to the printing plant
at 7 p.m. that Friday. We
normally publish at noon
on Friday online so we put
all the stuff thats going to
be in the Sunday paper
online on Friday,” Plunkett said. “And if we had
launched all those things
and the owners had gotten mad and it hadn’t gotten a response, they could
have taken it off our site,
could have fired me on
the spot, and they could
have stripped it out of the
printing plant.”
Luckily, the articles did
not, in fact, stay under the
radar. According to Plunkett, when the story was
published, it went off like a
nuclear bomb.
Because the section got
so much attention, the acting director of Digital First
Media wanted to fire Plunkett on the spot; at that
point, however, the story had become too big for
such a decision to remain
plausible.
Nevertheless,
Plunkett still later resigned.
This act of braver y
caught the attention of
the Lovejoy selection
committee.
According
to Colby Grossman Professor of Economics and
Goldfarb Center Director Patrice Franko, who
is a member of the Lovejoy selection committee,
“Mr. Plunkett’s selection
was both about his life
histor y—and the historical moment we are in.
Throughout his career,
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he has taken principled
stands in covering what is
most important to communities. His braver y was
in his willingness to give
up his career when told
by the hedge fund that
bought the Denver Post
that he had to engage in

“It feels like
my life is
going to be
forever for
the better just
having been
introduced
to the idea of
Lovejoy.”

Chuck Plunkett

radical cuts in his newsroom. In a period where
the media is under pressure from both economic
and political forces, his
resignation signalled a
heroic stand for freedom
of the press.”
Plunkett is grateful for
this response and recognition. “ The response
has been over whelmingly positive and getting to
win something like the
Lovejoy award just pushes it over the top as overwhelmingly positive. If
you have an institution as
respected as Colby bestow
an award like that, it just
gives credence to what
we are doing. It says ‘yes,
this is the right thing to
do. This is a useful public
statement. This needed to
be said. This was not just
an angr y journalist. This
was a serious statement
that needed to be heard,’”
Plunkett said.
He reiterated the importance of his stance. “It [the
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award] was much appreciated and muched needed –
it helps promate our cause.”
Plunkett went on to express the importance of
journalism at any level.
“What we did is bigger than
any one person, it’s about
public journalism and for
Colby to stand for us like
that just solidifies the importance of the statement
and it’s overwhelmingly
moving and humbling.”
Plunkett may be out of
the newsroom for the time
being, but he is not done
with his career in journalism. He currently works as
a professor at the University of Colorado Boulder
where he teaches at the
News Corp program. Plunkett still gets the opportunity to work with journalists, and doesn’t believe
this change in profession
will get in the way of his
work. “There is nothing to
say that while I’m doing
this that I can’t go back to
my work as a journalist in
other ways. I could write
more long form journalism. I could try to test my
hand at writing magazine
style pieces. Who knows,
maybe there’s a book out
there that would be fun
to try and write,” Plunkett
said. Plunkett expressed a
dedication to his new position, telling the Echo “I like
to believe that if you get a
position you owe it to the
people who gave it to you to
do some useful work.”
As a journalism professor, Plunkett had some
advice to give to young
writers: “I like to tell aspiring young journalists
that theirs is a noble profession. It’s one of the best
jobs in the world you could
ever have and it’s worth
trying to do. The doom
and gloom around what’s
happening to the newspaper industry is real, but
don’t let it dissuade you.
When I started out I wanted to be a creative writer

Snakehips announced as
fall concert
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Courtesy of Colby College
Plunkett acknowleges the crowd before giving his remarks at the award ceremony.

and I knew the odds were
against me making a career
being a writer of fiction.
Journalism is a higher calling and it’s a beautiful one
and I would hope that they
can feel a passion for it, an
excitement for it, and a desire to engage because our
communities and our nation really need great journalists right now.”
With a degree in creative
writing, Plunkett stands
as living proof that it does
not take a journalism major to create a successful
journalist. Plunkett acknowledged that Colby
does not have a journalism major, but stressed
that this should not be a
roadblock in pursuing a
career in journalism.
His biggest advice to aspiring journalists was to
be persistant. “Journalists
should be self-taught and
self-motivated. It’s fun to
be an autodidact and take
things into control on
your own two feet. What
you need to be a journalist is a mix of skills, but
you have to be a good
critical thinker and that’s
what Colby is going to be
teaching you.”
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The honoree’s words of
wisdom continued during
his speech at the Lovejoy
award ceremony on Monday night. He emphasized
the importance of protecting local journalism
and thanked ever yone in
the audience for “supporting quality journalism over corporate greed.”
Plunkett stressed the
importance of thinking seriously about the challenges facing our community
as local newsrooms are neglected and popular news
outlets become more polarizing. Earlier that day,
Plunkett had reflected with
the Echo on the impact this
award will have on him.
“It feels like my life is
going to be forever for the
better just having been
introduced to the idea
of Lovejoy now that I’ve
been lucky enough to get
this award. You sit around
and think about a person
like that and it makes you
question your sincerity.
It makes you question
your motivation. It makes
you question your commitment and that’s just
a meaningful, personal
journey to undertake.”
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Students and faculty react to Kavanaugh confirmation

Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Students organized on Miller steps Monday night to observe moments of silence to stand in support with survivors of sexual assault.

B y C laire B orecki
News Reporter

On Monday, Oct. 8, the
leadership of Colby’s Feminist Alliance lined Miller
steps in solidarity with survivors of sexual violence.
They were joined by many
partner groups in their efforts; Colby Dems and the
Planned Parenthood: Generation Action Club have
both been working to register voters, and that night
Colby volunteers dispersed
into the crowd with pens
and papers, encouraging
students to register. Some
faculty and staff stayed far
past their typical hours to

attend and, after the vigil,
the FemAlliance continued
to register voters and had
students sign their poster
in the Spa.
Reactions to Justice
Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to the Supreme
Court have been varied
and strong; Colby’s vigil is one of many vigils,
marches, and demonstrations all over the countr y
since Christine Blasey
Ford’s emotional and revealing testimony.
For weeks, alongside
continued coverage of Kavanaugh and Ford, news
outlets have been publishing other pieces address-

“We wanted to do something. In
that moment, [after Kavanaugh’s
confirmation] was finally the
time... we wanted to show how
much we care about this issue and
how much it isn’t being addressed
in the public eye.”
Lily Herrmann ’19
Demonstration organizer

ing issues of sexual assault
as well; on the ugly side
of fraternities, drinking
culture, rape-denial, and
whether the U.S. actually
values the words and lives
of women.
“We’ve seen women accuse young men who are
excused because we don’t
want to ruin their futures…
we’re seeing a woman accuse an older man who is
excused because it was in
his past. So when does she
matter?” Said S., ’21, who
asked that her full name be
kept out of the paper. “We
can see the political side of
this, but it’s hard to ignore
what it says about my value

as a human being.”
In Colby’s attempt to
stand with S. and many
others, Colby students
stood for five minutes in
silence holding candles in
solidarity with survivors of
sexual violence. Lily Hermann ’19, Micaela Duran
’21 and Mattie Wyndham,
’19, were the major organizers of the event.
“I was having a really
tough time Friday listening to Susan Collins and
the speech that she made.
So I reached out— we have
a group chat of different
campus leaders—and I was
like, ‘what do you guys
want to do right now?’”
said Duran.
Hermann
and Duran thought that
the most effective method would be the vigil, and
that the most relevant time
would be now.
“We wanted to do
something. In that moment, [after Kavanaugh’s
conf irmation] was f inally the time…we wanted
to show how much we
care about this issue and
how much it isn’t being
addressed in the public
eye,” said Herrmann.
All three were proud of
the turnout. “It demonstrates how much people
really care about survivors,” said Duran.
“It was really nice to see
professors and administrators here at times less
convenient for their lifestyles,” said Herrmann,
“seeing them take a stand
and showing that they value this is really powerful.”

Class of 2022 elects SGA class representatives
By Sonia Lachter
News Reporter

The last Student Government
Association
(SGA) elections of the
year were on Oct. 2, filling the vacant seats with
collegiate
politicians
across all four grades.
Each class is represented by two co-presidents
who run on a combined
ticket as well as four individual senators. The
unfilled
positions
on
the ballot this fall were
those of one senator for
the Class of 2019, won by
Graeme Brown, two senators for the Class of 2020,
filled by Grace Crowell
and Tyler Williams, and
all six spots for the Class
of 2022, won by senators
Ellie Batchelder, Nena
Burgess, Morgan Honor,
and Laura Powell, and
presidents Aver y Ford
and David Serrano.
In recent inter views
with the Echo, first year
SGA representatives described the campaign
process in depth, which
involved collecting signatures from classmates
(15 for senators and 25
for co-presidents), and
canvassing. New senators
Batchelder and Powell
came from similar backgrounds, both former
members of their high
school student government association. Honor,
on the other hand, had

no previous experience in
campus politics before the
election. “For me, I was
not involved really in student government in high
school...but I wanted to
be involved on a campus,”
Honor said in a recent
inter view with the Echo.
“I’d never really heard of
the senator position or
running for presidents, so
it’s ver y new for me, but I
decided [to run] the day
of, like Friday. I saw Laura Powell...posted on the
[Class of 2022] Facebook
page and I’m like ‘wow
that’s super cool maybe
I’ll do it too.’”
All three senators had
similar campaign strategies, including the distribution of posters around
campus, use of the Class
of 2022 Facebook page,
and
deployment
of
friend’s social media accounts in the promotion
of their candidacy.
After the initial round
of voting, the president
positions and one senator position were put to
a runoff race. Batchelder, as well as Ford and
Serrano, were elected after winning this secondar y race. Upon learning
that she was a part of the
runoff race, Batchelder
told the Echo that while
her first feeling was one
of stress at the need for
more campaigning, she
was also honored to have
made it into the top sev-

Body discovered near
North Street Bridge
Security
Incident
Report
Log

Date:
9/30/2018
9/30/2018
9/30/2018
10/01/2018
10/08/2018

Courtesy of Avery Ford and David Serrano
Class of 2022 Co-presidents Avery Ford (left) and David Serrano (right) are anticipating an exciting school year and are looking forward to representing the class of
2022.

en. Batchelder proceeded
to send out an email to
the entirety of the Class
of 2022 before the final
vote, “just to give them a
sense of why I was running.” But, as Honor and
Batchelder agreed, their
successes were essentially due to “basically just
word of mouth.”
When asked if she had
considered running for
president, Powell voiced
the fact that she, “liked the
role of senator a little better, just for me personally

I think, I’ve never really
wanted to be president.”
Both Powell and Batchelder had entertained offers
to run alongside friends,
but seem to be fine, or perhaps more comfortable,
with pursuing the senatorial position.
All three senators conveyed a sense of excitement that the Class of 2022
would be represented by
four female senators and
two male presidents. As
Batchelder relayed, “I think
it’s so cool that there are

four female senators... just
so cool, especially because
it wasn’t like there was a
lack of male candidates either, you know, I think it
was pretty even.” She continued, however, to state
concern that “there was not
a single co-president pairing that was all female...
there were a few that were
one female, one male, but
none that were all female...
if people don’t think that
they could win as an all-female pairing, I think that’s
kind of concerning.”

Nevertheless, she still
supports the success of
Ford and Serrano. “I also
think it’s good that our
two presidents are both
guys just so we can have
a mix of views in some of
the decision making.”
Looking for ward to the
rest of the year, the three
senators expressed that
they’re excited for what’s
to come. As Honor elaborated, “I’m really excited...we have a really great
group of people working
on SGA this year.”

By Louisa Goldman

next to the railroad tracks
below. Within minutes, local police taped off the area
and ruled the man dead.
“We still do not know the
cause of death at this point,”
Police Chief Joseph Massey
said in a phone interview
with the Morning Sentinel.

On Monday, Massey and
his team identified the individual as Waterville resident Anthony Kershner, 46,
of Center Street.
Massey
indicated
Thursday Oct. 4 that foul
play was not a suspected
cause of death and that it

does not seem that surrounding residents are in
any immediate danger.
According to the Morning Sentinel, Kershner’s
neighbors obser ved family members removing
items from his apartment
on Monday.

News Editor

On the morning of
Thursday, Oct. 4, two Waterville women walking
across the North Street
Bridge identified what appeared to be a man lying

Time:
1:10 a.m.
1:22 a.m.
1:45 a.m.
6:19 p.m.
11:23 p.m.

Location:
Averill Hall
Averill Hall
Dana Hall
Dana Hall
Athletic Center Parking Lot

Comments:
Alcohol Violation
Alcohol Violation
Alcohol Violation
Theft of wallet
Auto Theft
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Walk to End Alzheimer’s
Fundraiser Comes to Waterville
By Heather Jahrling
Local News Reporter

On Oct. 13, the annual fundraiser “Walk to End Alzheimer’s” will be coming to Waterville. This fundraiser raises
money for the Alzheimer’s
Association whose mission is
“to enhance the care for those
living with Alzheimer’s or another dementia, provide support for those caring for them,
and research to help find a
treatment or cure to stop the
progression of the disease.”
The Echo sat down with Katie

Luce, who is in charge of this
event in Waterville this year.
The Kennebec Valley Walk
to End Alzheimer’s in Waterville started in 2016. The walk
used to be called The Memory
Walk and was founded in
1989. In 1989, The Memory
Walk had 1,249 participants
and raised over $149,000.
Since then, the fundraiser
has grown significantly. In
2015, The Walk To Raise Alzheimer’s raised more than 75
million dollars in total. Over
600 walks spanned across the
country and more than 50,000
teams participated.

When asked why this is an
important cause to support,
Luce replied, “What is your favorite memory? Whatever just
popped into your head is one
of the most compelling reasons
that it is important to support
this cause.” Unfortunately, Alzheimer’s touches the lives of
many. In fact, one in three seniors dies of Alzheimer’s or another dementia. Additionally,
this disease takes toll on family
members and is very expensive.
This two-mile walk in Waterville, which has raised over
$28,000 so far for the cause, is
crucial today considering that

every 65 seconds someone new
in the United States develops
the disease.
The $28,000 that has been
raised by 33 teams participating so far will go towards “enhancing care, support, and
research right here in Maine”
states Luce. Additionally, a portion of funds raised are grants
which go directly to Jackson
Lab in Bar Harbor where topnotch Alzheimer’s research
is currently being done. Luce
described the work being conducted at Jackson lab by stating, “Their teams are looking
into factors that will help us

Courtesy of Walk to End Alzheimer’s
This year will be the third year of Walk to End Alzheimer’s in Waterville, which has been raising money to cure Alzheimer’s Disease since 1989.

understand how and why peo- yet. As Luce remarked, “This
ple develop the disease so that child will lead the walk carrying
treatments can be developed in the flower as the generation that
a more targeted way. Without will see the development of a
grants like that, Alzheimer’s re- cure in their lifetime.”
search could be limited to studHowever, more funding and
ies funded by companies that support is necessary for the goal
only have resources to dedicate to become a reality. Therefore,
to the most promising projects. students should get involved.
Fewer researchers mean fewer
The walk is a great way to
opportunities to
honor somediscover the key
one who has or
to a cure.”
had the disease.
Luce’s favorAdditionally,
ite part of the
Luce told the
event,
“hands
Echo that the
down” she said,
organization is
is the Promise
extremely flexFlower Ceremoible, so workny. During the
ing
around
Promise Flower
schedules full
Ceremony, evof classes, work,
ery participant
and community
selects a bright,
service is not a
pinwheel flower
problem. In Luthat they carry
ce’s opinion, the
during the walk.
best reason to
Different colors
get involved “is
correspond to
to help develop
a different conand apply skills
nection to the
you’re learning
disease. For exas you study
ample, a purple
your
chosen
flower represents
field.
Taking
that one has lost
on roles with
someone to Alan
organizazheimer’s, a blue
tion like this is
flower represents
a great resume
that you are livand experience
ing with the disbuilder.”
ease, a yellow folIf you are
low indicates that
interested in
Katie Luce
you are a caregivvolunteer ing
er, and an orange
Head of Walk to End on Walk day
flower represents
possibly
Alzheimer’s in Waterville or
“just wanting to
committing
see a world withto long-term
out the disease.”
service on the
Before the walk
planning comstarts, four participants are se- mittee for the annual event,
lected (one holding each flower you should contact Kate Luce
color) to be recognized person- at ksluce@alz.org. She is more
ally and share their story.
than happy to share current
Additionally, a new flower was opportunities with anyone in
added last year. A white flower the community interested. Adwas added to represent surviving ditionally, there is still time to
Alzheimer’s. A child holds the sign up for the event on Octowhite flower during the walk to ber 13 online either as a part
represent the first survivor of Al- of a team or as an individual at
zheimer’s that hasn’t been found act.alz.org/walk.

“What is
your favorite memory?
Whatever
just popped
into your
head is one
of the most
compelling
reasons that
it is important to support this
cause.”

Maine Transitions into Autumn

with Seasonal Events Throughout the State
By Minori Cohan

Contributing Writer
The crisp fall air and vibrant foliage make autumn
in Maine a spectacular time
of year. As we say our goodbyes to beach days and begin thinking about hitting
the ski slopes, we should
remember to enjoy the fabulous fall season and events
that are right in front of us.

The Common Ground
Countr y Fair in Unity a
few weeks back was one
example of a quintessential Maine fall event,
attended by over 60,000
people including many
Colby students.
Many
other
exciting
events are worth checking
out, given that autumn is the
prime time for local farmers
markets, food festivals, and
fairs, in Maine.

Up and coming on October 16-21 is the annual
Harvest on the Harbor food
festival in downtown Portland. Events include the
Different Roads global dining experience, Maine Lobster Chef of the Year, Maine
Oysterfest, On the Rocks
Happy Hour, and the Hair
of the Dog Bloody Mary &
Pig Roast Brunch. The festivities also include several
chef ’s table lunches and

dinners at Portland restaurants, and the Fusion coffee
event at Coffee by Design.
This festival celebrates
Maine’s culinary culture
and is worthy of attending
if you are big into social
events with locally sourced
foods and drinks.
On Oct. 20, there will
be the L.L. Bean annual
Pumpkin Festival in Freeport, filling the town with
thousands of pumpkins
and jack-o-lanterns. A kidfriendly event, there will be
pumpkin carving stations,
fall treats, and live music all
leading up to the moment
when the pumpkins are lit
at 5 p.m.
Later in the fall on Nov.
17 and 18, there will be
the Maine Harvest Festival
in Bangor. More than 200
farmers, food producers,
and craftsmen will be under one roof for this twoday celebration. You can
peruse the different tables,
sampling foods from local
chefs, sipping Maine ciders
and brews, and admiring

the handiwork of several
artisans. The festival lineup includes events such as
the Getting Sauced cooking demo, Backyard Beekeeping, and the annual
pie contest.
In addition to these seasonal festivals and events,
there are endless ways to
enjoy the natural beauty
of Maine during the fall.
As the leaves change
color, the views from the
mountain tops are unlike
any other. All throughout October are fall foliage tours at Maine state
parks, including guided hikes and paddles at
Camden Hills State Park.
Even more accessible is
the Colby Outing Club,
which hosts a myriad of
trips throughout the season, including kayaking
trips and hikes of Tumbledown and Katahdin.
Another great way to enjoy the scenic views is by
riding the ski lifts at Sugarloaf Mountain.
With the season also

comes
exciting
music
events. Colby celebrates fall
with a concert for students,
this year featuring Snakehips and DJ Audien.
Venues in downtown
Portland also welcome musical groups, this fall hosting concerts by Young the
Giant, Zac Brown Band,
The Wombats, Iron &
Wine, and Fleetwood Mac.
Many more events are
within close proximity to
campus. Right in downtown Waterville is a farmer’s market in Castonguay
Square on Main Street
every Thursday. Whether
you go apple picking at the
nearby orchards, visit one
of Maine’s festivals, attend a concert, or simply
go on a day hike with your
friends, there are many
ways to enjoy the autumn
season before the trees
lose their leaves for winter. Everyone should take
advantage of these opportunities before a new season, and with it, new activities, arrives.

Courtesy of Ainsley Parent
Fall leaves are beginning to change into vibrant shades of yellow, orange, and red all over Maine, including around Colby’s campus, framing Miller lawn and inspiring even more photos of the already picturesque library.

Features
History of Homecoming Weekend:
A tradition that goes beyond Colby
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By Emily Price

Features Reporter
In the days following
Colby’s recent Homecoming Weekend, the Echo took
a look at the history of this
long-standing tradition.
Homecoming
Weekend
is common to many colleges and universities in the
United States. Across many
of these schools, the annual weekend represents a
time for students to dress
up, clean their rooms, and
generally create the display
that they are taking care of
themselves and totally on
top of their schoolwork (in
some cases even going the
extra mile to scatter textbooks around their room to
give the impression that they
were studying up until the
moment any family arrived).
For many first years, this
weekend is the first time
students invite their family and friends into their
new world. And for sophomores, juniors, and seniors, Homecoming Weekend can be a time to prove
to those visiting how much
things have changed since
visits in their first year.
This year, over 1,000
alumni,
parents,
and
friends of Colby returned
to Mayflower Hill to check
out the newest changes to
the College and reconnect
with old friends. Colby
hosted a number of events
to entertain its guests, including sporting events,
faculty and departmental
gatherings, and club activities. Even if students’
parents were not able to
attend, there were enough
activities to keep the entire
campus busy.
But the excitement over
Homecoming
Weekend
did not always exist. The
hustle and bustle over the
plethora of activities and
events to attend is relative-
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ly new. A couple decades
back, parents would drop
off their child at college
and often wouldn’t return
until graduation. Across
the country, Homecoming Weekend attendance
rates are up over 50% from
just a decade ago, according to the New York Times.
And while Colby does not

family up for a visit. It is
a chance for the College to
both prove its worth and encourage future donations,
and for the City to enjoy
potential financial gains.
Family weekends have become
hyper-organized,
multi-day extravaganzas.
In a recent New York Times
article Anna Thomas, the

It is a chance for
the College to both
prove its worth
and encourage future donations,
and for the City to
enjoy potentialfinancial gains.
directly provide this statistic, it is likely the College and other NESCAC
schools have experienced
similar increases in visits.
So, why the change? Where
did this newfound excitement come from?
Nowadays,
Homecoming Weekend is much more
than just inviting your

director of parent and family programs at Vanderbilt
University,
commented
that “parents really want
to be part of their student’s
experience,” which has lent
itself to the shift in attitudes about visiting their
students at college.”
What used to be the
semi-embarrassing
or-

deal of toting your parents around campus for
as short a time as possible
has turned into an array
of organized events. Students no longer feel pressured to entertain their
parents since the College
has taken care of that for
them, and parents no longer feel like a burden to
their kids. Colleges have
gone to great lengths to
encourage parents to visit
and have made it increasingly easier to do so.
At Colby, parents could
choose to eat at the dining
hall at a discounted rate.
The College also provided
information about transportation, lodging, and
other logistics online to
make it easy for parents
to plan their trip. Colby
also uploaded a list with
the time and place of all
major events taking place
over the weekend so parents would know what was
happening on campus.
Specific to this year, parents also had the opportunity to check out the new
renovations in downtown
Waterville. The weekend
provided a great opportunity for visiting family and
friends to check out eateries new to Main Street, and
a walk through downtown
on Saturday night indicated that many restaurants
were packed. The few restaurants that accommodate
reservations were completely booked.
The town of Waterville
was not the only entity
that enjoyed the uptake in
business. Colby capitalizes on the financial and
promotional benefits of
Homecoming Weekend as
well. Between department
productions to encourage
donations and marketing
the College to siblings and
friends, Colby put out all
the stops to show just how
great it is.

Courtesy of Colby College
Family, friends, alumni, and students alike enjoyed the festivities
and events that Colby hosted over the course of the weekend.

Down East Sled Dog Club, Inc. to Hold Races in Waterville
B y E than S chuler

Features and Local Editor

Courtesy of Kathy Pickett

With this lovely fall weather, many Colby students are
looking for opportunities to
get outside and explore local

scenery. Conveniently, the
Down East Sled Dog Club,
Inc. will be holding dry land
wheeled races right here in
Waterville at the Quarry
Road Recreation Center. The
races will be held on October
20-21 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

each day. The race events
will not only feature canicross (described as a person
running attached to a dog),
but also dog cart classes with
four and six dogs, as well as
bike and scooter classes with
one and two dogs.

In the words of the
hosts, “come and see how
dogs are having a fun time
exercising with their owners and getting ready for
the winter race season.
This is truly a fun, fast,
and exciting display of

dog powered sport that is
open to the public. Any fit
dog of medium size and
up can participate.”
Anyone looking to enjoy
the last warmth of fall and
explore our local trail system
should stop by this event.

The Maine Beer Trail:
Beer and Beauty at the Bigelow Brewing Company
By Ethan Schuler

Features and Local Editor
Anyone who is looking for
a classic, idyllic New England experience, combined
with many, many craft beers,
should head to Bigelow Brewing Company. Roughly 20
minutes north of Colby in the

woods near Skowhegan, the
drive alone is worth a trip at
the peak of fall leaves. Visitors
experience bright, colorful forests on winding, sometimes
dirt, roads that will make you
feel like a true Mainer.
Right before you turn onto
the driveway, you can see a
beautiful, expansive view of
the Maine countryside, with

the Bigelows (appropriately,
given the brewery’s name) in
the distance.
Arriving at the brewery
itself is a great experience.
Only open on Fridays and
Saturdays until 8 p.m., the
brewery has an expansive outdoor area with picnic tables,
folding chairs, and a quaint
keg fountain (which includes

a sign telling you not to climb
it). A private home, presumably that of the owners, is
right next to the indoor and
outdoor brewery space.
Though there is plenty of
indoor space, the brewing
company was still packed,
and is probably even more
filled during the winter
when outdoor space is mini-

mal. The many local craft
beers are complemented
by homemade pizzas from
their beautiful outdoor pizza
oven, visible from their outdoor space.
The people working at the
brewing company were kind
enough to let us try many
samples before we made
our ultimate beer decisions.

Courtesy of Ethan Schuler
The Bigelow Brewing Company, located in the beautiful woods of Skowhegan, Maine, is a highlight of the Maine Beer Trail and just a quick drive from Colby.

Some of the best options
included the very smooth,
English-style Lying Bastard
Pale Ale, the unique fall-flavored Witch’s Tit Pumpkin
Ale, and the New England
IPA, a light-colored and easy
to drink IPA that still had
some solid hoppiness to it. I
ultimately chose to order the
New England IPA, after the
friendly bartender behind
the counter successfully
guessed what we were all going to order. Along with the
beers, we ordered a makeyour-own pizza with mushrooms and caramelized onions, and sat outside to take
in the beautiful fall foliage,
food, and alcohol.
I left the Bigelow Brewing Company feeling like a
true New Englander, upset
that I had never made it to
this beautiful spot so close to
Colby until my senior year.
However, I was happy to go
this time of year, because
while I am sure it’s a beautiful spot all year, the outdoor
space could probably never
be better than it is at the
peak of the colorful leaves.
I strongly recommend that
everyone at Colby make the
trip to Bigelow before they
graduate. Though the beers
are not cheap, the brewery
is worth visiting just for the
drive, beautiful views, and of
course potential free samples.
This article is part of the
Maine Beer Trail series, which
will chronicle Features and
Local Editor Ethan Schuler’s
experiences at craft breweries
throughout the state.
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Snakehips Announced as Fall Concert
By Zachary Bergman
A&E Editor

The Student Programming Board (SPB) announced in an email on
Monday that British DJ
duo Snakehips will be
headlining the annual fall
concert in Wadsworth
Gymnasium on Saturday,
Oct. 20 at 9 p.m. (doors
open at 8 p.m.). Audien
will be opening for Snakehips, and admission will
be $20 for Colby students
and $25 for other college
students ages 18+.
Snakehips consists of
Oliver Lee and James
Carter, who met in Hong
Kong in the summer of
2012, according to a 2014
inter view with Complex.
They released their first
single, “Days With You,”
in 2014, and their first EP,
Forever, Pt. II, in 2015.
Their first big hit, “All
My Friends,” was released
in Oct. 2015 featuring
Chance the Rapper and
Tinashe. The song reached
number five on the UK
Singles Chart and won the
Ivor Novello Award for
Best Contemporar y Song
in 2016. They have since
released several songs
featuring other notable
artists, including Anderson Paak, Zayn Malik and
Joey Bada$$.
Audien, born Nathaniel Rathbun, is a DJ from
Mystic, Connecticut. He
released his first single,
“Rise & Shine,” in 2009,
when he was 17 years old.
In 2015, his single “Insomnia” reached number
one on the U.S. Dance
Charts, and his song
“Something Better” featuring Lady Antebellum
reached number one on
Billboard’s Dance Club
Songs chart. Audien received a Grammy Nomination for Best Remixed
Recording, Non-Classical
for his 2015 remix of Bastille’s “Pompeii.”
Booking the fall concert is no easy task. SPB

was targeting a hip-hop or
EDM act for the fall concert, with the idea of having a rock or indie band
for the spring concert, according to SPB Vice President Renner Thomas ’19.
Thomas said that SPB
worked with Articulate Entertainment, an agency specializing in booking college
tours, to book Snakehips
and Audien. Articulate
Entertainment has worked
with several other colleges,
including the University of
Maine, Southern Miss and
UC Riverside, according to
its website.
“We passed along our
list [of artists we were interested in] to them, they
read it over and gave us
some suggestions of similar artists that performed
well at other schools and
that were sort of in the
same price range,” Thomas said.
While
planning
the
event, SPB aimed to spend
no more than $80,000 on
talent according to Thomas. “That’s pretty difficult
to do while getting artists

“It’s an opportunity to enjoy
a top-notch
concert in a
very intimate
setting. We’re
bringing these
artists to you...”
Renner Thomas
SPB Vice President
that students will know,”
Thomas said. “Basically
any artist that’s going to...
have widespread popularity

Courtesy of the Student Programming Board
British DJ duo Snakehips (top) and American DJ Audien (bottom) will be performing at Colby’s fall concert on Oct. 20 at 9 p.m. in Wadsworth Gymnasium.

on our campus is going to
be out of our price range.”
Thomas explained that
in addition to having a
limited budget, SPB is also
unable to book certain
artists due to scheduling
issues, and others because
they are not interested in
performing at Colby.
“Most
annoyingly,
there’s a handful of artists that just won’t come,
even if it’s not the financial incentive. They just
won’t come to Water ville
because there’s not that
much to do,” Thomas said.
Last year SPB booked
Quinn XCII for the fall
concert, which was held
in Page Commons and was
free for Colby students.
This year’s concert will
be held in Wadsworth
Gymnasium and Colby
students will be charged
for admission. “If we’re
paying a certain amount,
we can’t have the capacity be too small because
we want to be able to sell
enough tickets to make
money back to put on the

other programs that we
host. In a venue like Page,
the capacity is like 500,
which really is too small
for our big fall concert,
or a big spring concert,”
Thomas explained.
With Page Commons
ruled out, SPB was left deciding between the fieldhouse, where Kesha performed for the fall concert
in 2016, or Wadsworth
Gymnasium. The Kesha
concert was “pretty disastrous,” according to Thomas, so SPB chose to hold
the concert in Wadsworth
Gymnasium, where SPB has
previously held successful
events, including concerts
featuring Chance the Rapper and Macklemore.
Some students have expressed concerns about
the price of the concert. “I
don’t want to pay money
for someone I don’t know,”
Elise Atkinson ’21 said.
“I feel kind of bad because ever yone’s saying,
‘Why are we paying this
year?’ but it was really
just a one-off thing last

year,” Thomas explained.
Thomas said that the
price of this year’s concert
is not out of the ordinar y
and that the concert being
free last year was an exception made possible by
a member of SPB having
a personal connection to
Quinn XCII.
“These are much bigger
names than we brought
for last year’s fall concert.
Quinn was awesome, it
was a great show. We were
lucky that my co-chair Stefan [Kohli ’18] knew Quinn
personally, so he cut us a
big deal in coming here,
and we wanted to pass that
deal onto the students, so
we did a free concert...But
I thought we could step it
up this year and do a bigger
show with bigger artists,”
Thomas explained.
Additionally, SPB needs
to make back a significant
amount of money in order
to fund the spring concert,
according to Thomas. “If
we don’t make the money
back on this concert, we’re
not going to be able to have

as big of a spring show. I
think students sometimes
don’t realize that. They
see these big programs going on and they think like,
‘Oh this is something that
Colby College does, this is
something that the administration puts together,’
but it’s not. It’s something
that a dedicated group of
hardworking students do
to create fun events for
everybody else, so I hope
people
can
appreciate
that,” Thomas said.
Thomas
encouraged
students to attend the
concer t. “It’s an opportunity to enjoy a topnotch concer t in a ver y
intimate setting. We’re
bringing these ar tists to
you and you get to see
them here, in Wadswor th
Gymnasium with all your
f riends, so it should be a
great time.”
A link to purchase tickets can be found in an
email to students from
SPB.

Up and Coming: The Colby Music Incubator
By Sarah Warner
A&E Reporter

As its name implies, the
Colby Music Incubator (CMI)
has played a significant role
in nurturing the talents of
student musicians. Located
in the basement of Roberts,
along with other clubs such as
WHMB Radio, Film Society,
and the Echo, the club offers
equipment and space for Colby musicians to practice and
make music.
“It’s a great practice space,
for bands, for whoever wants
to practice,” CMI Co-president Sean Dougherty ’21 said
in an interview with the Echo.
“You can come down, play the
drums, play the guitar, piano,
sing, we got stuff for that. We
also have some recording
equipment, and for people
who like to mix things, we also
have some equipment for that.”
The CMI’s purpose isn’t
just to provide a practice
space however; they also act
as a liaison between student
musicians and the College,
arranging performances at
campus events.
“The [Student Programming Board] comes to us, or
Campus Life or another group
like that, and they’ll say they
want a live show for whatever
event, whether it’s something
at the Museum or the Made
in Maine festival,” Dougherty
said. “We say okay and then
look at the bands who haven’t
played much yet or who would
fit this venue, and we organize
it and make sure our bands are
getting paid.”
According to the CMI web-

site, there are two levels of
membership within the club.
A practice membership costs
$20 a semester, and allows ac-

“I think one
of our goals is
definitely to
improve music culture on
campus...A
few years ago,
there was only
one band on
campus, so
we’re just trying to make
our concerts
and this space
a place that
people would
go to.”
Sean Dougherty
Co-President of CMI
cess to the CMI practice space
24 hours a day and personal
storage of instruments. A per-

formance membership is $60 a
year, and is aimed at students
who want to perform in private or public shows.
The business aspect of the
CMI is something that copresident Sam Guenther ’21
really wants to focus on in the
upcoming semester.
“We’re changing things,
because [the Music Incubator] needs to run better, and
smoother and a bit more like a
business because at the end of
the day it is a business. We’re
given money, and we distribute that money in the form of
gear, and then use that to make
more money and we need to
make sure all of that happens,”
Guenther said. “So it is kind of
crazy right now as we change
things, introduce contracts
for things and a more structured payment plan and use
of equipment, etc. Just making
sure everything doesn’t get lost
or broken is the biggest part.”
For Dougherty and Guenther, keeping things organized
at the CMI can definitely be
stressful. By their estimates,
they have to keep track of over
$10,000 worth of equipment,
along with managing student
performances and rentals—a
tall order for an unpaid position. However, they have taken
the challenge in stride, pushing to make the CMI a wellknown Colby institution.
“I think one of our goals is
definitely to improve music
culture on campus,” Dougherty said. “I mean, it already
has. A few years ago, there was
only one band on campus, so
we’re just trying to make our
concerts and this space a place
that people would go to.”

Courtesy of Colby Music Incubator
The Colby Music Incubator has an estimated $10,000 worth of equipment for its members to play and record music with.

Colby Music Incubator
Aaron Canter ’19 plays the trumpet in the Colby Music Incubator. The CMI is open to any student that pays semester dues.

According to Dougherty,
the club’s budget has increased
significantly since its start in
spring of 2015. He and Guenther hope to use these extra
funds to further promote the
CMI as a hub of student musicians and performance both
on and off campus.
“We would love to transition, in our tenure, to a point
where some of the shows on
campus are ticketed,” Guenther
said. “We’re working on getting agreements with Mainely
Brews and Silver Street Tavern
to see if we can have live music
during bar night.”
Dougherty also says he
hopes the CMI will interact
more with the other clubs in
the Roberts basement space.
“We’re definitely trying
to work to better familiarize
ourselves with the other clubs
down here, you know, the radio and the Echo and the Film
Society and just kind of make
this a really great space for all
of our groups. After all, [Robert’s basement] is just a really cool spot. It’s also a pretty
historic place. There’s a lot of
weird things you find down
here that are just gonna be
here, you don’t know why.”
Guenther echoed the sentiment, expressing particular
appreciation for the continual offers of pizza from the
editors working in the Echo
office. Outside of free pizza,
though, he says his favorite
part of being in the CMI is
just getting to make music.
“I like it best when we
are just down here writing,”
Guenther said.
Visit www.wmhbradio.org/
cmi/ for more information.

Pen to Paper
College Jam Band
Mattie Wyndham
I was sad: I was sad until I was not sad
Until I saw hips careening around corners
of bad nights,
dodging questions like why and statements like leave,
and putting in the effort to make magic of loud music
and ripping tights, with seams for days, the kind that keep you
in a trance,
that make you stare at the legs they press upon
and wonder how many times their knees must have bent
under all the weight of being
			
to create a black dancing fabric scar
I was sad with her, but I am with them
				now, so
I do not stop smiling
I am dancing and when I dance I smile at all the men in the room
		
I watch them watch me watch the
		
band and there is so much watching
And the watching is best when
the bass gets deeper and I think of the player,
how I know him and the sound his heart makes when snow falls
		
Then the drummer, too, and the rest of them
I want to ask if they remember it all
		
If they are thinking, too, about the day when we
will pick up the phone
			and say
how are you it’s been so long I forgot what your voice meant to me
I laugh loud and I laugh hard into the microphone
This room is soundproof
This room makes my eyes wide for them,
for their sideways shuffles, for their pausing of time,
for the men they are becoming,
for the men they were before we met,
for the men they will fail to be some day,
but mostly for the men they are
when they are passing around
set lists and wine bottles and
pretending like I am pretending that now is now
and that was all any of us ever asked for anyhow.
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HOT TAKE: Eggs are Evil
By Merrill Read
Opinions Editor

In this world, there is only
one thing worse than evil itself: eggs. One might argue,
“Eggs are such a great source
of protein and nutrients, how
can you hate them?”
To which I would reply,
“how can you not?”
First, eggs come directly
from chickens and ducks,
which in itself is pretty disturbing. The fact that we simply swipe unfertilized baby
chicks from their mothers,
cook them up, and eat them is
rather inhumane. I’m not vegan or anything, but in this case,
I support the thought process.
Second, the sulfurous scent
that accompanies eggs is revolting. Why anyone would
willingly ingest something that
produces this repugnant smell
is beyond me.
Despite my dislike for eggs,
I still eat them in foods. Examples include fried rice, cake,
or dumplings– they don’t gross
me out. It’s really only plain
eggs. Scrambled, sunny-side
up, hard-boiled, poached, over
easy, fried, omelets, in a breakfast sandwich– these are what
make my skin crawl.
With all of this said, I understand that eggs are a val-

ued part of people’s daily meal
and I respect that people will
eat an egg here and there.
For those of you that do enjoy eggs, I am truly jealous. I
wish I found them appealing

Why anyone
would ingest
something
that produces
this repugnant smell is
beyond me.
because I must admit they’re
good for you. I mean, if you
eliminate the salmonella possibility from them, they’re
pretty much pure protein. But
alas, I can’t force myself.
My issue with eggs began
at the young age of three,
with my pet duck, Seymour.
Seymour lived to the ripe
age of 19 (she was only a year
younger than I) and would lay
eggs daily. One day, my oldest brother did an experiment

on Seymour’s eggs by poking
a hole into the bottom and
draining the contents to leave
just the shell. I was appalled
because I believed that Seymour’s chicks were murdered
in the process. Ever since that
scarring event, I hid her eggs
to save the chicks that would
never appear.
Now, it takes all of my energy to not move away from
my friends at breakfast when
they bring over their hot plate
of eggs. Most of the time, I’m
able to hold my breath slightly
and pretend I’m unaffected.
This being said, there is one
egg-related trend that I will not
stand for– for those of you that
haven’t had Instagram or Snapchat ruined by videos of people
popping their yolks to show the
orange-yellow liquid bleeding
from the middle of the slashed
egg, avoid it at all costs. The absolute last thing that I want on
my already hectic Wednesday,
or my only-time-to-chill Saturday, is to see steaming eggs
spilling onto your plate, Jennifer! At least provide a trigger
warning, please and thank you.
If this rant did nothing for
you, I hope that at the very least,
every time you eat an egg, you
remember that you stole this
rotting, sulfurous, oval from a
bird and that somewhere I sit
watching you, disgusted.

Support campus journalism
By Echo Editorial Staff

Early this week, a selection of accomplished editors
and reporters assembled on
Colby’s campus in honor of
2018 Lovejoy award recipient Chuck Plunkett.
These guests were central to a series of events
discussing contemporary
journalism. Honoring the
legacy of Elijah Lovejoy,
they repeatedly empha-

sized the continued importance of the news in a
time when it can seem increasingly controversial.
In discussing the significance of news, many
of these editors touched
on the need to pay attention to information from
a wide range of sources.
Lawrence
Goldman,
senior research fellow at
St. Peter’s College, called
for “constructive enragement”— a phenomenon

he described as the result
of a healthy (if at times
frustrating) exposure to a
wide range of opinions in
the news.
At the Echo, we work
to publish accurate news
and varied opinions. If
there are issues on campus that matter to you,
please consider further
investigating for a news
piece, or writing an opinions article to express
your take.

Religious studies lecture: Dr. Barbara Bertolani
South Asian Immigrants in Italy: Integration and Conflict
Film screening, lecture, and reception
When: 4:00 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 17
Where: Lovejoy 205

Want to write for he
Echo? Contact Co-Editor in
Chief Caitlin Rogers at ckrogers@colby.edu
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Courtesy of Walker Foehl @mainelymunching
MainelyMunching doesn’t “yolk” about brunch. An eggsample of an Instagram phenomenon that either delights.... or disgusts.

Got 99 Problems so here are
some poems
B oss L ady
Woman on top
B oy. You Mop.
C huC hu – C atch You.
E qu a l p ay – You got
s ay.
B*tches
B a l lers
B acchus – col l ars
He’s w it h Us .
Oh . My. G osh .
Shut up.
What ? She didn’t s ay
anyt h ing .

Si mpl e C re ature(s)
Tou che d by Time
Par a d ig ms or Par a d is e
Incess ant Im mor t a l it y
R hy t h m ic a l ly R el ent l ess
G enes is Cu lt ivates
T he C r u x of C iv i l it y
Age – As cend ant
R el at ives – R est ate d
R o ots
Par aph r as e d Pats y
Past pro cre ates Pe d ig re e

D eb au cher y D ef i l es
B a cchus stol e Eve
Appl e shows a l l
		
yaw n.
P u r it y or P u rgator y
		
10. 9 .1 8
What are You c a l l e d ?
				 		
y aw n.
				
		
9 .2 3 .1 8

The y C a l l me Sl e az y
Sippin’ Sang r i a
B ar t y. D ar t y.
I’ l l cr ash you r p ar t y
Pl ent y of fe els to go
arou nd
Wit h me
L ife’s a mer r y - gorou nd
D am n Shott y
A * * l i ke S erena
I pl ay it coy
F l ir t game – I D est roy
E mot ions F * ck you up.
		
		
y aw n.
		
9 .2 4 .1 8
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First-Year Phenom: New starting quarterback
looks to earn Football’s first win of the season
By Kevin Ahn

Sports Reporter
As Homecoming Weekend came to a close, the
Colby football team suffered another loss. However, the 28-20 game against
Wesleyan was not without
some highlights, several of
which came from first-year
Matt Hersch ’22, who took
over as starting quarterback
beginning with football’s
second game of the season
against Williams.
Hersch had a stellar
showing this past weekend,
with 277 passing yards and
three touchdowns. With
less than two minutes left
in the game, Hersch connected a long 63 yard pass
on second and 10 to Jibri
Woods ’20 for the Mules
second touchdown of the
game. Almost immediately
after, Hersch threw anoth-

er touchdown to bring the
Mules back into contention
with 14 seconds left.
After such an electric performance, Hersch is the Echo’s
first First-Year Phenoms.
Hersch, who grew up
in Monroe, CT, has been
playing football for over
10 years, starting in second grade. He began his
high school career at Masuk
High School—it was there
that he caught the attention
of Colby College.
Hersch discussed how it
was initially the coaches
who reached out to him,
but that the overall recruiting process was tough
and time-consuming. At
the end of the day, he ended up liking the “academic,
athletic, and social aspects
of [Colby].”
It was these factors that
eventually drove him to attend school here.

Of course, being a studentathlete in college is certainly
a different experience than
in high school. Hersch mentioned how the first month
of school was quite different than he and most of the
other first-years on the team
were used to because of the
increased
independence,
which he enjoys.
Hersch has one goal for
football at Colby: to win.
“My expectations, as well
as the team’s expectations,
are to win,” he said. “This
team works harder than
most people realize.”
Hersch is ready for Colby
Football to turn the team
around and become a force
to be reckoned with in the
NESCAC. Having only
been in school for a month,
it has already become clear
to him just how dedicated
the team and the College is
to football.

“The
upperclassmen
have proven that they’re
dedicated to the program
and this school has set us
on the right path for the
remainder of this year and
for many years to come,”
Hersch said.
As a final comment to
the Echo, Hersch emphasized the roles that the upperclassmen have played in
impacting the first-years.
“They have been great
role models [to the firstyears] and are setting up
this program for immediate
success as well as long term
success,” he said.
With five games left this
season, the football team
is certainly something to
keep an eye out for, with
the team improving each
and every week. Next up
for Hersch and the Mules
is an away game this Saturday at Amherst.

Courtesy of Dustin Satloff
Matt Hersch ’22 threw two touchdowns in the final two minutes to cut Football’s deficit to eight points. A penalty on the successfully recovered onside kick
prevented the team from an opportunity to tie the game.
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Damon’s Discount Beverages
(Formerly Joka’s)

WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228

52 Front Street, Waterville, ME

Damon’s Specials
Geaghans Brothers (6 Pck) $8.69 + Tax
Rolling Rock (18 Pck) $13.59 + tax
Michelob Light and Ultral (12 Pck)
$12.69 + tax

Want to advertise with
The Echo? Contact Business Manager Kevin Ahn
at kwahn20@colby.edu
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Men’s Soccer earns Homecoming win
By Will Bedingfield
Contributing Writer

The Colby College men’s
soccer team found a formidable opponent this
Saturday in Wesleyan’s
Cardinals. Going into the
weekend, the Cardinals had
three wins (3-5-0, 2-3-0
NESCAC) and were hungry
for another. Colby, on the
other hand, moved into the
middle of the table with a
conference record of 2-2-2
(5-3-2 overall).
Early in the game, Colby
dominated the midfield and
defensive thirds, pushing
Wesleyan’s defense with a
series of corner kicks. Despite early opportunities in
the air, the Mules failed to
convert any shots into goals.
Momentum slowly began
to shift in Wesleyan’s favor
later in the first half, but the
Colby defense, led by number 21 Garrett Dickey ’19,
crushed any significant offensive push by the Cardinals.
With a minute left in the
half, David Howarth ’19 bur-

ied a penalty in the bottom
left corner, while Wesleyan
keeper Chris Franklin ’21
dove to the right, giving Colby the lead. Prior to the decisive moment, freshman Ryan
Seaman ’22 crossed in a ball
that deflected off a Wesleyan
defender’s hand, resulting in
a Mules penalty kick.
In the 52nd minute,
Kyle Douglas ’19 dropped
a beautiful cross right in
front of Wesleyan’s goal,
but failed to connect with a
Colby striker. Douglas used
his pace all game to cut into
the Cardinal’s defense and
dish balls into the middle of
the field.
In the 68th minute, Colby’s corner kick caught
Wesleyan’s
keeper
off
guard, as a header from Wyett MacDonald ’19 headed
straight into the net. Sadly,
a fantastic goal-line clearance from Wesleyan kept
MacDonald from putting
the Cardinals away, but he
asserted himself at wingback, holding down the
defense, while providing a

spark on offense.
With only 12 minutes left
in the match, the Cardinals
rattled off five shots in succession, in one instance
beating the goalie, but a series of deflections left Wesleyan without an equalizer.
Colby ran out the final minute of the game in Wesleyan’s corner, as the Cardinals
desperately tried to win the
ball back.
Wesleyan’s undisciplined
style of defense was a combination of risky tackles
and aggressive goalkeeping, which earned Franklin
a yellow card in the 87th
minute, while the crowd
demanded a red. Meanwhile, the Colby defense
held strong the entire game,
giving goalie Dan Carlson
’19 a clean sheet with five
saves. The defensive unit as
a whole withstood 13 shots
and five corner kicks from a
crafty Wesleyan offense.
Refereeing
was
fair
for both sides, awarding
Wesleyan and Colby free
kicks from shooting range

throughout the game and
keeping tempers in check,
despite
a
contentious
matchup. No players were
carded, though Wesleyan’s
accidental hand-ball provided Colby with the only
goal of the day. Colby won
the game 1-0.
After the game, first-year
Ryan Seaman vowed to make
the most of his play time, “do
[his] best to make an impact,
help the team, and raise the
level of the game.”
Substitutes like Seaman
are crucial for Colby’s success to keep the game moving fast and in their control.
Looking forward, the
Mules will play an away
game against Amherst
College on Saturday. The
Mammoths currently sit
above Colby in the standings, with three conference wins to Colby’s two.
Amherst also has a higher
out-of-conference win percentage, making the game
a strong test for the Mules,
as they strive to win another NESCAC matchup.
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The Cheap Seats

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
In this edition of the Cheap Seats, the Echo
sits down with Volleyball’s Kathryn Christianson ’21 to talk spirit animals, apps, and crosscampus tunnels.

By Danny Hoenig
Staff Writer

Colby Echo (Echo): When and why did you first decide
to play volleyball?
Kathryn Christianson (KC): I started around eighth
grade, originally because I needed a sport to fill my
time and please my parents. I soon found that I loved
the team atmosphere and camaraderie of the sport,
and I decided to stick with it.
Echo: What’s your spirit animal?
KC: A giraffe. Giraffes get to walk around all day eating.
Echo: What’s the song that’s most recently been stuck
in your head?
KC: Don’t Trust Me by 3OH!3
Echo: Who is your favorite Disney character?
KC: Olaf may be my favorite Disney character.
Echo: If your life was an app, which app would it be
and why?
KC: Instagram, because on Instagram you can always
find something different. I like to change things up in
life and stray from my comfort zone instead of just
doing the same things every day.
Echo: If you could dig a tunnel to spontaneously and
effortlessly transport you from one spot on campus to
another, which two spots would you choose and why?
KC: I would dig a tunnel from Dana to the Athletic
Center because that walk is brutal!
Echo: What’s your favorite memory of Colby Volley
ball?

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Cam Clouse ’19 (right) and Ryan Seaman ’22 (left) celebrate together. Clouse is the team’s leading scoring with four goals on the season, while Seaman helped the
team with a play that led to a Colby penalty kick.

KC: My favorite memory is the feeling of comfort and
reassurance, from September of freshman year, when
I realized that volleyball had already supplied me with
friends and a support system at Colby.

Weekend Recap: Field Hockey, W. Soccer, Football
By Annabel McLaughlin
Staff Writer

Homecoming
Weekend
was jam-packed with exciting,
passionate, and gritty athletic
matchups for The Mules. Students, families, friends, and
alumni bounced all over campus to catch a glimpse of a variety of events.
Late goal propels Field Hockey
to 2-1 win
Field hockey had a full weekend, with matchups against
Wesleyan and Bowdoin. Saturday’s Wesleyan faceoff kept
crowds engaged until the final seconds. Wesleyan kicked
things off with a goal from
Nikki Gerjarusak 11:28 into
the game. The Mules’ Georgia
Cassidy ’20 answered back
with another goal at 39:12.
Both teams protected their
goals, but with 40 seconds left
in the game, Colby locked in a
2-1 win. Eliza Mell ’20 scored
in these final seconds of the
game during a scrum in front
of the cage.
Unfortunately,
Sunday’s
Bowdoin game was not as
successful. Cassidy scored
Colby’s only goal at 64:11
with an assist by Emily Hogan
’21. The Mules fell to the Polar
Bears 4-1. Field hockey will
take on Amherst Saturday,
Oct. 13, at Amherst.
Women’s Soccer finishes 0-1-1
in defensive battles
Women’s soccer had two

home faceoffs this weekend:
Wesleyan and Bowdoin. Despite a hard fought effort, the
Mules fell to the Cardinals in
a 2-0 loss. Wesleyan’s Gianna
Argento scored at 25:46 and
Liz Young at 62:20. Saturday’s
loss gave the Mules all the
more determination to come
out strong against Bowdoin’s
Polar Bears. Bowdoin’s Jamie
Lau kicked things off early
with a goal at 14:00, but Colby
answered back quickly. Colby’s
Mannon Frykholm ’22 scored
at 16:03 to bring the score to a
1-1 tie. Both teams fought hard
for the remainder of the game,
including double overtime,
before the resulting tie. The
Mules will be away at Amherst
this Saturday, Oct. 13.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Eliza Mell ’20 scored the game-winning goal in the game’s closing seconds to give Colby a 2-1 Homecoming win over Wesleyan. She now has two game-winning
goals on the season.

Comeback falls just short for
Football
Despite Football’s hard
fought effort, they fell to the
Cardinals this past Saturday
28-20. Colby made a final
push with two touchdowns
in the last 1:23 of the game.
Jibri Woods ’21 caught a 63yard pass from Matt Hersch
’22 with 1:23 left in the game
to bring the score up 28-14.
Just over a minute later, in
the final seconds of the game,
Jordan Roddy ’22 caught a sixyard pass from Hersch to put
another six on the board for
the Mules. Unfortunately, the
Mules did not have enough
time to secure a win. They
will be looking to improve
their 0-4 record this Saturday
at Amherst.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
The women’s soccer team celebrates their game-tying goal against Bowdoin. Mannon Frykholm ’22 (third from left) scored her first goal of the season just two
minutes after Bowdoin took an early lead. Her goal would be the team’s lone goal in a 1-1 double overtime tie.

